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Abstract 
We study models of HST (a nonstandard set theory which includes, in particular, the Re- 
placement and Separation schemata of ZFC in the language containing the membership and 
standardness predicates, and Saturation for well-orderable families of internal sets). This theory 
admits an adequate formulation of the isomorphism property IP, which postulates that any two 
elementarily equivalent internally presented structures of a well-orderable language are isomor- 
phic. We prove that IP is independent of HST (using the class of all sets constructible from 
internal sets) and consistent with HST (using generic extensions of a constructible model of 
HST by a sufficient number of generic isomorphisms). 
Keywords: Isomorphism property; Nonstandard set theory; Constructibility; Generic extensions 
0. Introduction 
This article is a continuation of the authors’ series of papers [12-151 devoted to 
set theoretic foundations of nonstandard mathematics. Our aim is to accomodate an 
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important “nonstandard” technical tool, the isomorphism property 3 introduced by Hen- 
son [3], to the context of an axiomatic treatment of nonstandard analysis. 
Let K be a cardinal in the ZFC universe. A nonstandard model is said to satisfy 
the rc-isomorphism property, IP, in brief, iff, whenever 9 is a first-order language 
of cardinality card 9 < JC, any two internally presented elementarily equivalent _Y- 
structures are isomorphic. (An _Y-structure % = (A;. . .) is internally presented if the 
base set A and every %-interpretation of a symbol in 9 are internal in the given 
nonstandard model.) 
Henson [4], Jin [7, 81, Jin and Shelah [lo], demonstrate that IP implies several 
strong consequences inavailable in the frameworks of ordinary postulates of nonstandard 
analysis, for instance the existence of a set of infinite Loeb outer measure which 
intersects every set of finite Loeb measure by a set of null measure, or the theorem 
saying that any two infinite internal sets have the same external cardinality, etc. (See 
also Ross [20] and Schmerl [21].) 
We consider the following formulation of IP in the frameworks of HST, a nonstan- 
dard set theory in the st-E-language,4 which reasonably models interactions between 
standard, internal, and external sets (see Section 1). 
IP: If 9 is a first-order language with (standard size)-many symbols then any two 
internally presented elementarily equivalent Z’-structures are isomorphic. 
(Formally, sets of standard size are those equinumerous to a set of the form: 
“S = {X ES: stx}, where S is a standard set and st x means: x is standard. How- 
ever in HST standard size is equivalent to each of the following: well-orderable, 
equinumerous to a well-founded set, equinumerous to an ordinal.) 
Theorem 1. IP is consistent with and independent of HST. Moreover, let T be one 
of the theories HST + IP, HST + 1 IP. Then 
(I) T is equiconsistent with ZFC. 
(II) T is a conservative extension of ZFC in the following sense. Let ~0 be a closed 
E-formula, Pt be the formal relativization to the predicate st. Then @ is a 
theorem of ZFC iff Qst is a theorem of T. 
(III) Every countable model s b ZFC can be embedded, as the class of all standard 
sets, in a model W of T, satisfying the following additional property (IV): 
(IV) Suppose that @(xl ,. ..,x,,) is a st-E-formula. Then there exists an E-formula 
@*(xl,. . . ) xn) such that, for all sets XI,. . . ,x,, E S, @(XI,. . . ,x,) is true in W ifs 
@*(xl,. . . ,xn) is true in S. 
3 The question how to develop advanced nonstandard tools like IP in a reasonable nonstandard set theory 
was discussed in the course of a meeting between H.J. Keisler and one of the authors (V. Kanovei, during 
his visit to Madison in December 1994). 
4 Containing E and et, the stundardness predicate, as the atomic predicate symbols. 
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(Thus (II) says that ZFC proves @ iff T proves that @ holds in the standard sub- 
universe. (IV) says that the truth of st-E-formulas with standard parameters in W, a 
model of HST, can be investigated in S, its standard part.) 
The models involved in the proof of Theorem 1 (the main result of the paper) are 
obtained by several consecutive extensions of the model S which becomes the class 
of all standard sets in the final and intermediate models. 
In particular we proved in [ 12, 131 that any countable model s of ZFC can be 
embedded, as the class of all standard sets, in a countable model W of HST, hence 
HST is equiconsistent with ZFC and is a conservative extension of ZFC in the sense 
of statement (II). (See Section 6 below for more details.) 
We demonstrated in [ 151 (Section 2 below gives a brief account) that HST is strong 
enough to define an inner class, the class U_[O] of all sets constructible from internal 
sets. (This particular case of constructibility admits a much easier treatment han known 
in ZFC because 0 contains all ordinals and essentially all patterns of constructions 
involved in definitions of constructible sets; this allows to avoid any kind of transfinite 
recursion.) It occurs that L[O] is an inner model of HST. Moreover, IP fails in L[O], 
which leads to the proof of different parts of Theorem 1, with respect to the theory 
HST + TIP. 
To get a model for HST + IP, we consider a generic extension of the form W[G] 
where W is an HST model satisfying a certain choice-like principle (for instance a 
model of the form L[O]) while G is a generic class, essentially a collection of generic 
isomorphisms between internally presented elementarily equivalent structures in W. The 
forcing notion we apply is a product L7, definable in W, (see Section 3) of more 
elementary forcing notions -factors, each of which is responsible for an isomorphism 
between a particular pair of internally presented elementarily equivalent structures in W. 
(It occurs that W[G] does not contain any new pair of this kind.) 
Theorem 23 in Section 4 proves that generic extensions of this type model HST+IP, 
leading to the proof of Theorem 1 with respect to this theory. The verification of the 
axioms of HST in the extension involves the n-forcing relation. The treatment in 
Section 5 follows the patterns introduced in [15], although the fact that the forcing 
notion n is a proper class in W leads to some complications. 
Section 6 completes the proof of Theorem 1. 
The set theoretic and model theoretic notation will be self-explanatory and consistent 
with Chang and Keisler [l]. The reader is assumed to have an acquaintance with forcing 
and basic ideas and techniques of nonstandard mathematics. 
Remark. It is sometimes seen as a drawback (see Keisler [17]) that the nonstandard 
real line is not uniquely defined, as long as one defines it by different constructions 
like ultrapowers of the “standard” reals in the standard set universe. 
Nonstandard set theories define the standard reals and a nonstandard extension of 
the real line (the reals in the internal universe) uniquely. However HST does a lit- 
tle bit more: the internal universe 0 is E-definable in the external universe W, see 
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Proposition 8. Thus the nonstandard reals are in a sense E-unique, not merely 
st-E-unique, in HST, which is hardly possible in nonstandard “superstructures”. 
The isomorphism property IP, if it holds in the external universe, makes the unique- 
ness even stronger: simply all internally presented elementary extensions of the standard 
reals are mutually isomorphic. 
As for the standard reals, they are also E-unique in HST, up to isomorphism at 
least, because the standard universe S is isomorphic in HST to an E-definable class, 
the class V of all well-founded sets. (This allows to develop mathematics in HST in 
terms of asterisks rather than the standardness predicate, see [15].) 
On the other hand, Theorem 1 makes it clear that, as long as one is interested in the 
study of standard mathematical objects, one can legitimately consider things so that the 
standard universe S is in fact the standard part of a wider universe W of HST + IP, 
where various phenomena of “nonstandard” mathematics can be adequately presented. 
1. Basic set theory in HST 
Hrbacek set theory HST (introduced by Kanovei and Reeken [13] on the base of 
an earlier version of Hrbacek [5]) is a theory in the st-E-language. It deals with three 
types of sets: standard, internal, and external. 
Standard sets are those x satisfying stx. 
Internal sets are those sets x which satisfy int x, where intx is the st-E-formula 
3”~ (X my) (saying: x belongs to a standard set). Thus the internal sets are precisely 
all elements of standard sets. 
ExternaZ sets are simply all sets. 
Definition 2. S, II, W will denote the classes of all standard and all internal sets, and 
the universe of all sets (the “universe of discourse”). 
“X={xEX: stn}=XOS for any setX. 
1.1. The axioms (assembled in three groups) 
Group 1. Some ZFC axioms in the external universe 
This group includes the ZFC Extensionality, Pair, Union, InJinity axioms, the 
schemata of Separation, Collection, Replacement for all St-E-formulas, and the fol- 
lowing form of Regularity which organizes the HST universe W in a hierarchy over the 
internal subuniverse 0 in the same way as the Regularity axiom organizes the universe 
in the von Neumann hierarchy over the empty set 0 in ZFC: 
Weak Regularity: For any nonempty set X, 3x E X (x II X C 0). 
Although the Power Set, Choice, and Regularity axioms of ZFC are missing (the 
latter two are added in weaker forms), the included axioms support many basic set 
notions in W, like pairs, function, domain, range, relation, Cartesian products, unions 
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and intersections etc. as long as power sets are not involved. Furthermore, HST allows 
to freely use the standardness predicate in definitions of sets; for instance, uX = (x E X : 
st x} is a legitimate set for any set X in HST. 
Group 2. Axioms for standard and internal sets 
This group includes two axiom schemata (ZFC” and Transfer) and two separate 
axioms which regulate the behaviour of standard and internal sets. 
ZFCSf : This means the collection of all statements of the form GSt, where @ is an 
arbitrary axiom of ZFC (written in the E-language). 
Here Qst is the relativization of @ to S, i.e. the formula obtained from @ by re- 
striction of all variables and quantifiers to the predicate st , so that Qst is true in W iff 
@ is true in S. Thus the schema ZFCS’ postulates that S models ZFC. This implies 
S & 0 : indeed, in ZFC each set is an element of another set. 
Transfer: Qint ++ Pt, where Q, is an arbitrary closed E-formula containing only standard 
sets as parameters. 
(@ i”t is understood in the same way as Qst above.) Thus Transfer says that 0 is an 
elementary extension of S in the E-language. 
Transitivity of the internal subuniverse: d”‘x Vy E x( int y ). 
This postulates internal sets to be the basement in the E-hierarchy in W. 
Standardization: VX 3”Y (“X = “Y). (Recall that OX =X n S.) 
Thus W does not contain collections of standard sets other than those which essentially 
already exist in S. A simple corollary: a set in W cannot contain all standard sets. 
One more application is worthy to be mentioned. 
Lemma 3 (Boundedness). If X C 0 then X g S for a standard S. 
Proof. By Collection and Standardization there exists a standard set A such that every 
x EX belongs to a standard set s E A. Now take S = UA. 0 
Blanket agreement. All theorems, lemmas, etc. are assumed to be results in HST 
unless otherwise is explicitly indicated. 
Group 3. Saturation-like axioms 
This includes three axioms leading to typically “nonstandard” ways of reasoning. 
Saturation: If X is a set of standard size, such that every X E X is internal and n X’ 
is non-empty for any finite _Y’ & X, then n % is non-empty. 
Standard size Choice: Choice in the case when the domain of the choice function 
claimed to exist is a set of standard size. 
Dependent Choice: Allows o-sequence of choices in the case when the domain of n-th 
choice depends on the result of the (n - 1)-th choice. 
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Sets of standard size are those of the form {f(x) : x E “A’}, where X is standard and 
f any (external) function. However we shall see that in HST, “standard size” = “well- 
orderable” = “equinumerous to a well-founded set”. Natural numbers and the notion of 
a finite set will be introduced in Section 1.3. 
Lemma 4 (Extension). Let 4 be a function dejined on a set of the form 9, where 
S is standard, so that 4(x) E 0 for all x E 73. There is an internal function f dejined 
on S and satisfying f(x) = 4(x) for all x E “S. 
Proof. It suffices to apply Saturation to the family of (obviously internal) sets G, = 
{f~o : domf =S&$(x)=f(x)}, where xE”S=SSS. 0 
1.2. Well-founded sets. Asterisks 
It is a typical property of nonstandard structures that standard sets reflect a part 
of the external universe. In the HST setting, this phenomenon takes the form of an 
isomorphism between the standard universe S and a certain transitive subclass of W - 
the class of all well-founded sets. 
Let a well-founded set mean: a set x which belongs to a transitive set X such that 
E ]X is a well-founded relation. (Axioms of HST prove that every set belongs to a 
transitive set X, but the membership on X may not be well-founded. Take e.g. the set 
of all O-natural numbers.) 
Definition 5. V is the class of all well-founded sets. 
Using E-induction, we define a set X for any x E S by X = (7 : y E “x}. (This is a 
legitimate definition in HST because the restriction E IS is a well-founded relation in 
W by Standardization, while Replacement allows to apply usual types of definition by 
recursion. We refer to Kanovei and Reeken [ 151 regarding details.) 
The following is demonstrated in [ 151. 
Proposition 6. The map x H x is an E-isomorphism of .5 onto W. V is a transitive 
class in W. Every subset of W belongs to V. 
It follows that V is a somewhat better copy of the “conventional” set universe in W 
than S is, in particular because V, unlike S, is transitive. 
The inversion of the map x H x is of great importance. Let, for a set w E V, *w 
denote the (unique by Proposition 6) set x E S which satisfies w =X. 
Corollary 7. w H *w is an E-isomorphism of W onto s. 
The correspondence between well-founded and standard sets leads to an interesting 
parallel with the model-theoretic version of nonstandard analysis. Indeed W corresponds 
to the basic set universe of ZFC, V to a standard model, 0 (the internal sets) to 
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its ultrapower or a nonstandard extension of another type, the map w H *w is an 
elementary embedding of V into 0. It is an advantage of such a treatment that the 
basic relations in both V and 0 are of one and the same nature, namely, restrictions 
of the basic relations in W, the external universe. 
The following proposition (Proposition 9 in [15]) shows that 0 is an E-definable 
subclass of W. (This is true for V by definition but most likely false for S.) 
Proposition 8. In W, x E 0 ifs there exists a set y such that the “interval” {z : x E z E y} 
is linearly ordered by E but not well-ordered. 
1.3. Ordinals, cardinals, natural numbers 
Recall that, formally, an ordinal is a transitive set well-ordered by E . Cardinals are 
initial ordinals while natural numbers are those ordinals which are less than the least 
limit ordinal. A finite set is a set equinumerous to a natural number. 
Blanket agreement. The notions of ordinal, cardinal, natural number, finite set will 
be understood as W-notions below. (For instance an ordinal is a set which formally 
satisfies the definition of being an ordinal in W.) 
On the other hand e.g. S-ordinal will mean a set x E S which satisfies the definition 
of being an ordinal in S, the standard universe. 
Ord and Card will denote the classes of all ordinals and of all cardinals in HI. As 
usual N denotes the set of all natural numbers. 
Proposition 9. Every ordinal belongs to W and is a W-ordinal. Conversely each W- 
ordinal is an ordinal. The same for cardinals and natural numbers. 
Thus the ordinals, cardinals, and natural numbers in the HST universe E-4 belong 
to the universe V of all well-founded sets. As V is a ZFC E-universe, transitive and 
closed under subsets in W by Proposition 6, the ordinals etc. in HST behave essentially 
as ZFC ordinals. In particular Ord is well-ordered by the relation: a <p iff c( E fl, an 
ordinal is the set of all smaller ordinals, 0 = 8 is the least ordinal, there exist limit 
ordinals etc. Furthermore the ordinals can be used to define the rank of sets in W over 
0, the internal subuniverse. 
Definition 10. The rank over 0, irkx E Ord, is defined for each set x E W as follows: 
irkx = 0 for x E 1, and irkx = sup,,,irk y for x @ 0. 
(For 0 & Ord, sup 0 is the least ordinal strictly bigger than all ordinals in 0.) This 
is well defined in W by the axioms of Weak Regularity and Replacement. 
The proof of Proposition 9 in [ 151 is based on the following important fact. 
Lemma 11. Every set w E W can be well-ordered and has standard size in [HI. Con- 
versely if z E H is a set of standard size or can be well-ordered in W then z is 
equinumerous with some w E W in W. 
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One easily proves that *n = n for all n E N. Therefore the classes W, V, 31 have the 
same natural numbers. 
On the other hand the internal universe I has more natural numbers. Indeed the set 
N = w belongs to V by the above. Hence, by Proposition 7 and Transfer, *N E S is 
the set of all O-natural numbers in W while N is an initial segment of *N. Moreover 
N is, by Saturation, a proper initial segment of *N. 
The following lemma (see [ 151) shows that the notions of finite and s-finite sets 
behave similarly to the model theoretic version of nonstandard analysis. 
Lemma 12. All internal sets I s S are jinite. All $nite sets X & S are standard and 
Sjinite. Every standard Sjinite set X satisjies X & S. 
2. Constructibility from internal sets in HST 
Let, as above, W be a universe of HST, S C 0 be the classes of all standard and 
internal sets in W, V the well-founded subuniverse of W. 
The aim of this section is to describe the construction, from Kanovei and Reeken 
[ 151, of the class [L[U] c W of all sets constructible from internal sets, which models 
HST + 7 IP plus an extra choice-like principle. 
HST is a more complicated theory than ZFC. This could lead, in principle, to 
additional problems which one never meets in ZFC. However as !% models ZFC 
one has, in W, an already realized example of the constructible hierarchy, essentially 
of the same length as we are looking for because W and s have order isomorphic 
classes of ordinals by Corollary 7. This allows to use an entirely different strategy to 
handle constructibility. We introduce L[O] as the class of all sets definable in W via 
the procedure of assembling sets along well-founded trees, which starts from sets in 0 
and involves trees St-c-definable in 0 (as they obtain sometimes models of fragments 
of ZFC from models of 2nd order Peano arithmetic). 
2.1. Assembling sets along well-founded trees 
Let Seq denote the class of all internal sequences, of finite length, of arbitrary (but 
internal) sets. For t E Seq and every internal set a, t”a is the sequence in Seq obtained 
by adjoining a as the rightmost additional term to t. 
A tree is a non-empty (external) set T 2 Seq such that, whenever t’, t E Seq satisfy 
t’ C t, t E T implies t’ E T. Thus every tree T contains A, the empty sequence, and sat- 
isfies T & 0. A tree T is well-founded (wf tree, in brief) iff every non-empty (external) 
set T’ C T contains a C maximal element. 
Let a wf pair be any pair (T, F) such that T is a wf tree and F maps Max T, the 
set of all G-maximal in T elements t E T, into 0. In this case, the family of sets FT(t) 
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(t E T) is defined, using the HST Replacement, as follows: 
(1) if tEMaxT then FT(~)=F(~); 
(2) if t E T\Max T then Fr(t) = {Fr(t”a) : t”a E T}. 
We finally set F[T] =FT(A). 
Let, for example, T = {A} and F(n) =x. Then F[T] =FT(A) =x. 
2.2. Sets constructible from internal sets 
Informally, we define IL[O] as the class of all sets in W of the form F[T] where 
(T,F) is a wf pair where T and F, subsets of 0, are St-g-definable in 0. This does 
not look like a legitimate definition because in principle the notion of definability is 
not definable. However it occurs that the notion of a set St-E-definable in 0 (for sets 
X C 0) & definable in HST! 
Let % = UaEQ fJ,EuB v(a,b) w h enever p = (A, B, q), A, B are standard sets while q 
is an internal function defined on A x B. Otherwise we put %$ = 8. 
Definition 13. E is the class of all sets of the form ‘3”) p E Il. Sets in E are called 
elementarily external sets. 
The next theorem (Theorem 30 in [15]) shows that every set X & 0, definable in 0 
by a st-E-formula with internal parameters, is elementarily external. 
Theorem 14. Let @(~,a) be a St-E-formula. Then the following is a theorem of 
HST : ‘@“‘a V’X 3’“‘~ ($, = {x EX : Qiint(x,a))). 
It follows that E models Separation in the St-E-language. On the other hand IE is a 
transitive subclass of W, 0 5 E, and every set X E E satisfies X C_ 0. 
Definition 15. 7~ is the class of all wf pairs (T, F) such that T, F E iE. 
n: is a subclass of E2 St-E-definable in IE (see [14, 151). Moreover different properties 
of sets of the form F[T] ((T, F) being wf pairs in n) in W can be determined in IE : 
for instance the class of all 4-term tuples (T, F, R, G) E E4, such that both (T, F) and 
(R, G) belong to II and F[T] E G[R], is St-e-definable in IE, although the sets F[T] 
and G[R] may not belong to iE. 
Definition 16. U_[O] = {F[T] : (T, F) E 7~). 
In principle this does not look like a definition of constructibility. However it turns 
out that L[U] is the least class in W which contains all internal sets and satisfies HST, 
a characterization of what in general the class L[O] should be. Anyway this gives the 
same result as an appropriate modification of the ordinary definition of constructible 
sets in this particular case, but with much less effort. 
Recall that a subset Q C P of a p.o. set P is called open dense in P iff 1) ‘dp E P3q E 
Q(qGp) and 2) ~pEP4~Q(pGq*pEQ>. 
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Definition 17. Let 1 be a cardinal. A p.o. set P is ;l-closed iff, for any A’ d 2, every 
decreasing chain (par : CI <A’) (i.e. pz < pp whenever j3 < c1< 1’) in P has a lower bound 
in P. A p.o. set P is I-distributive iff an intersection of I-many open dense subsets of 
P is dense in P. 
Theorem 18. O_[O] C W is a model of HST transitive in W. In addition, E c L[O], and 
conversely every set Z E [L[O], Z C 0 belongs to IE, and 
(A) in [L[O], for each cardinal A, every A-closed p.o. set is A-distributive, 
(B) in L[O], any two internal O-infinite sets of different O-curdinulities are non-equi- 
numerous, hence the isomorphism property IP (see Introduction) fails. 
The distributivity is used in the practice of forcing to prevent new subsets of sets of 
certain cardinality to appear in generic extensions. We shall use it, in particular, in 
order to preserve Standardization in the extensions, 
Take notice that any model H C W of HST transitive in W and containing all internal 
sets satisfies V C H and has the same classes of ordinals and cardinals as W and V 
by Corollary 9. Therefore the cardinals (and preassumed ordinals) in k[ O] in item (A) 
are W-cardinals (ordinals). 
Internal I-jnite sets of different U-cardinality in 0 can become equinumerous in [L[O]. 
For instance if n E *N\N then sets containing n and n + 1 elements are equinumerous 
in the external universe. (Keisler et al. [18] give better examples.) 
Proof. See [15, Theorems 34, 38, 471. q 
3. The forcing notion 
The plan of our proof of the part of Theorem 1 related to the theory HST + IP 
will be as follows. We start with a countable model W of HST of the form lL[U] (or 
in general any model satisfying statement (A) of Theorem 18) and define a generic 
extension W[G] which satisfies HST + IP. 
The forcing notion will be an W-product of more elementary forcing notions each 
of which provides a generic isomorphism between a pair of internally presented ele- 
mentarily equivalent structures of a language of standard size. As a matter of fact the 
extension will not contain pairs of this form other than those which already exist in 
W, therefore a product rather than iterated forcing can be used. 
Arguing in the ZFC universe, let us fix a countable model W of HST. S c 0 and 
V will denote resp. the classes of all standard and internal sets in HI, and the class of 
all well-founded sets in W. The following will be assumed: 
(3) W is well-founded over 0 in the sense that the ordinals of W are well-founded in 
the ZFC universe. (Or, equivalently, S is a well-founded EM-model.) 
In addition statement (A) of Theorem 18 holds in W. 
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Now W-ordinals can be identified with an initial segment of the true ordinals. We shall 
use Ord to denote the collection of all W-ordinals. (This will not lead to a confusion 
with the ZFC notation since the true ordinals in the ZFC universe other than those 
identified with W-ordinals will never appear in the reasoning below.) 
3. I. The ‘factor” forcing 
We argue in W in this subsection 
Suppose that 2’ is (in W ) a first-order language containing (standard size)-many sym- 
bols while %!I = (A;. . .) and % = (B; . . .) are internally presented elementarily equivalent 
9-structures. By definition both A and B are internal sets, and the interpretations of 
each symbol of 9’ in ‘2I and 2J are internal in W. 
We defined in [ 151 a notion of forcing, P = Pea%, such that every P-generic set 
codes an isomorphism between 2I and !ZJ. The forcing conditions are internal partial 
maps p such that each a E dom p 2 A satisfies in Cu exactly the same Z-formulas as 
p(a) E ran p C B does in 2!%. In fact (this is explained in [15]) we have to preserve 
formulas of a certain type theoretic extension of the language 9. 
Define (in W) the notion of type as follows. Let DE 0. 
0 is a type. We put D (‘) = D. Suppose that k E N and tl,. . . , tk are types. Then 
t = o(t~,.. ., tk) is a type (here o is a formal sign) and D(‘) is the (internal) set of all 
internal sets X 2 D(“l) x . . . x D(‘k). 
For instance D(“(o~o)) is the internal power set of D x D. 
We define _Ym as the extension of 9 by variables 2, y’, . . . for each type t, 
which enter formulas 5 only through the expressions ~“(2’). . . ,_a?) (may be written 
as (x”’ , . . . ,xtk) E x’), where t = 0 (t,, . . , tk), and equalities x =x0, where x is an 9’- 
variable. (We formally distinguish variables of type 0 from Y-variables.) 
Let a=(C;...) b e an internally presented _Y-structure. Given an internal set D C C, 
we define an extended structure &[D] which includes the ground domain C with all 
the E-interpretations of Z-symbols, and the domain DC”) for each type t. (Clearly 
D(“) n D@) is non-empty for different types tl, t2 ; e.g. 0 belongs to any DC’) with 
the exception of D co)= D. However it will be supposed that appropriate provisions are 
taken to distinguish equal sets which appear in different types.) 
Every Zm-formula, possibly containing sets in 6[D] as parameters, is interpreted 
in a[D] in the obvious way. (Variables of any type t have DC’) as the domain.) This 
converts E[D] to an internally presented 2?-structure. 
5 By formulas (of 9’ and _CP’) we understand finite sequences satisfying certain known requirements, 
not only “metamathematical” formulas. Since any finite tuple of internal sets is internal (can be proved by 
induction using Lemma 4), a formula with internal parameters is formally an internal object, hence its truth 
domain is internal as well. 
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Suppose that p is an internal l-l map from an internal set D ZA onto a set E c B 
(internal as well). We expand p on all types t by induction, putting 
pf(x’) = { (pf’ (x” ), . . . , p’“(x’“)) : (x”, . . . ,xfk) E x’} for all x1 E DC’), 
whenever t= o(tl,..., tk). Then pf internally 1 - 1 maps DC’) onto EC’). 
If @ is an 9m-formula containing parameters in 2l[D] then let p@ be the formula 
obtained by changing of each parameter x E Dct) in Q, to p’(x) E EC’). 
We now introduce the “factor” forcing notion. 
Definition 19. P = P~xs is the set of all internal 1 - 1 maps p such that D = dom p 
is an (internal) subset of A, E = ran p C B (also internal), and, for each closed _Ym- 
formula @ having sets in 2I[D] as parameters, we have Ql[D] + Qi ff 23[E] b p@. 
We define p <q (p is stronger than q) iff q C p. 
For instance the empty map 8 belongs to P because ‘3 and 23 are elementarily 
equivalent. (Proper pm- variables can be eliminated in this case because the domains 
0(f) are finite.) 
We shall see that the forcing leads to generic isomorphisms of ‘2I onto !B. This is 
based on the following lemma. 
Lemma 20. Let pi P, D=domp, E=ranp. If aEA\D then there exists be B\E 
such that p+ = p U {(a, b)} E P. Conversely, if b E B\E then there exists a E A\D 
such that p+=pU{(a,b)}EP. 
Proof. We sketch the proof of the lemma ( = Proposition 60 in [15]). 
Concentrate on the first part. Given a E A\D, we have to find a counterpart b E B\E 
such that p+=pU{(a,b)}EP. 
Using Saturation in some indirect way, one finds b E B\E such that, for any pm- 
formula with sets in rU[D] as parameters, cp(a) is true in rU[D] iff (pq)(b) is true in 
!ZJ[E]. However the actual problem is more difficult. Let D+ = DU{a} and E+ = EU{b}. 
We have to check that pi transforms true _Ym -formulas with parameters in rU[D+] 
into true 2!?-formulas with parameters in B[E+]. (Thus D+ is modeled as a part of 
D@(o)),) 
Fortunately, the structure of types over an internal set C depends only on the internal 
cardinality of C but does not depend on the specific choice of C. We can now model 
%[D+] in ‘QI[D] identifying a with 0 and any a ED with {a}. 
This allows to define a general transform r of _Ym-formulas with parameters in 
2l[D+] into 2’m-formulas with parameters in Ql[D] plus a as an extra parameter, which 
keeps the truth in 2I. Applying p to the transformed formula we obtain a formula true 
in 93. Then apply the corresponding b-version of z-l. 0 
3.2. The product forcing notion 
This subsection describes the product forcing which leads to a model for HST+IP. 
We continue to argue in W. 
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Let, for each U-ordinal v, s, denote a symbol of a first order language chosen so 
that if, in 0, v = J. + k, where I is a limit O-ordinal and k E ‘N, then s, is a k-place 
predicate symbol. (At this level of consideration we can omit functional symbols and 
constants.) For any O-cardinal JC, L 1 K will denote the internal language determined by 
the set of symbols {sI : CI < K} E 0. 
Let (in W) Ind be the class of all tuples of the form i = (w, K, A, B), called indices, 
such that w is an internal set, rc is an U-cardinal, and A, B are internal (L 1 rc)-structures. 
(Then obviously i itself is internal.) We set wi = w, ICY = K, Li = L 1 Ici, Ai = A, Bi = B 
whenever i = (w, K, A, B) E Ind . 
Suppose that i E Ind. Then by definition Li = {s, : M. < Ki) is an internal language. 
We define the restriction L2$ = {s, : CC<FC~ & st a}, a standard size language. Let ‘%i 
and Bi denote the corresponding restrictions of Ai and Bi ; then both ‘QIi and 23i are 
internally presented 2i-strttctures. 
The forcing n will be defined as a collection of internal functions rt. Before the exact 
definition is formulated, let us introduce a useful notation: 1711 = dom rc (then 1711 E 0) 
and rci = n(i) for all rt E n and i E 1~1. 
Definition 21. Zi’ is the collection of all internal functions rt such that 1x1 2 Ind is 
an O-finite (internal) set, and xi E Py, a, 8, for each i E 1x1. We define ~<p (i.e. rr is 
stronger than p) iff IpI C lrc and rri<pi (in !+,a,~~, in the sense of Definition 19) for 
all i~jpj. We set ns=(nEn: IrcjCS} for any SCInd. 
We shall use Greek characters n, p, 6 to denote elements of n. 
Take notice that if the structures 2Ii and 23i are not elementarily equivalent then 
P’, a, sL, is empty; in this case i $ InI for all n E n. 
The parameter w = Wi does not actively participate in the definition of n; its role 
will be to make n homogeneous enough to admit a restriction theorem. 
Theorem 22. In W, Il is A-distributive for any cardinal A. 
Proof. Let us first prove that Il is A-closed. 
We argue in W. Suppose that znor (G < A) are conditions in n, and 7rp d rc, whenever 
CL < a <A. Using Collection and Lemma 3 in W, we get a standard set S G Ind such 
that each x, belongs to IIs. 
Let us verify that the sequence has a lower bound in ZIs. 
We observe that by Collection there is a cardinal K such that Ici d *K in 0 whenever 
i E S. We may assume that in fact Ki = *K for all i E Ind. (If this is not the case 
associate the empty truth domain with each s,, Ki < c1< *JC, in every structure Ai and 
Bi, i E S.) Then, for any i E S, 9Ii and ‘23i are models of one and the same standard 
size language dp = {s, : cc< *~&st c(}, so that, given a standard ordinal a < *JC, the 
map which sends i ES to the truth domains of s, in Iui and 2$ is internal. Therefore, 
as the languages 2 and 2” have JC many formulas, ns is an intersection of rc many 
internal sets. 
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It follows that every set P, = {z E 17~ : TX < n,} is an intersection of JC many internal 
sets, too. Furthermore the sets P, are nonempty and satisfy Pp C P, whenever c( < /? < 2. 
Since A and rc are sets of standard size, saturation implies nor<). P, # 0, as required. 
We cannot now directly refer to the statement (A) of Theorem 18 (assumed by ($)) 
since ZZ is a proper class rather than a set in W. (Being a set is essential in the proof 
of statement (A) of Theorem 18 in [15].) But of course we shall reduce the problem 
to the statement (A), by the choice of a suitable set-size part of 17. 
We argue in W. Let il be a cardinal, and D be a St-e-definable (in W) subclass of 
;1 x 17. Suppose that each class D, = {n : (a, n) ED} (CI <A) is open dense in 17. We 
have to prove that the intersection nail D, is dense in iI. 
To prove the assertion, fix a condition no E IZ. Let SO C Ind be a standard set such 
that rra E ZI,. Let /2+ be the next cardinal. (In concern of cardinals, we are in a/, a ZFC 
universe.) Let us define an increasing sequence of standard sets S, C Ind (a <A+) as 
follows. So already exists. Suppose that y <1 and S, is defined for each CI < y. We 
first put S; = IJ, iy SE. (For instance S; =Sp provided y =/?+ 1.) Using Collection and 
Lemma 3 in W, and the density of D, , we obtain a standard set S, S; G S 2 Ind , such 
that for any rc E n, (IIs; is a set!) and any a <A there is p E IIs n D, such that p < x 
in IT. Let S, denote the least standard set S of the form V, n Ind in s (where V, 
is the v-th level of the von Neumann hierarchy; v being an s-ordinal) satisfying this 
property. 
Let S= Uatl.+ S,. Then P = 17s is a set, containing 7~0 E P. By Saturation, P = 
U aiA+ II,. Therefore each intersection Dd, = D, n P is dense in P. We have to check 
that P is A-closed in W : any decreasing sequence (rrpl : CI <A) has a lower bound in P. 
(Then P is ;l-distributive by the assumed statement (A) of Theorem 18, so that the 
intersection n, < i 0: is dense in P, etc.) 
The sequence has a lower bound rc E Il by the above. Since the construction of S, 
involves all ordinals CI <A+, there is an ordinal y <A+ such that every condition rc, 
(a < 2) belongs to Ii’, . Then the restriction p = rc ]S,+l E P still satisfies p < rc, for all 
c(, as required. q 
4. Generic extension 
Recall that W is a (countable) model of HST satisfying ($) in the ZFC universe. 
We put II={nE W:“ rc E II” is true in Oil}, a St-E-definable subclass of W. We order 
Il in the obvious way; thus II is a p.o. set in the ZFC universe. 
A set G C Il will be called H-generic over W iff it is generic with respect to the 
collection of all dense subclasses of Il St-E-definable in W. 
4.1. The product generic extension 
We shall study n-generic extensions of W, following, in principle, the general forcing 
setup for models of HST in 1151. However some principal points are subject to change 
as now n is a proper class rather than a set in the ground model W. 
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Suppose that a set G C n is II-generic over W. We are going to define W[G], an 
extension of W containing an amount of set-size parts of G. (One cannot adjoin G as 
a whole because G is too big from the point of view of W.) This leads to a problem 
which does not occur when they use forcing to extend models of ZFC. Assume that 
a set X C W has to be adjoined to HI. Suppose that there is a set X’ E W which EM 
contains in W the same elements as X contains in the ZFC universe. In this case we 
cannot add X because otherwise Extensionality fails; but in principle there is no need 
to adjoin X since X’ is a perfect substitute. 
This reasoning also shows that the membership relation in W[G] should be composed 
from the membership EH and the true membership in the ZFC universe. 
Let us have a look how this modifies the principal forcing constructions. 
Let Nms(‘) = (2 : x E W}, where f = (0,x) for any set x E W, the “name” for x. For 
c( >O, put Nms(‘) = {a E W : a C II x Up<, Nms(p) in W}. The “names” in Nms(') never 
appear again at higher levels. Finally set Nms = U, E Ord Nms(‘), the class of U-“names” 
for elements in the planned extension W [G]. 
For a E Nms, we let nrka (the name-rank of a) denote, in W, the least ordinal 
a E Ord such that a E Nmsca). 
Define a set u[G] for each “name” a E Nms by induction on nrku as follows. 
We put u[G] =x in the case when a =f E Nms(O). 
Suppose that nrku > 0. First of all we define an auxiliary set, 
u’[G] = {b[G] : 3~ E G ((qb) E a is true in W)}. (*) 
If there exists X’ E W such that we have x E u’[G] iff x EH X’ for each x, then define 
a[G] =X’. Otherwise we put u[G] = u’[G]. 6 (Note that, in W, if (z, b) E a E Nms for 
some 71 then nrk b <nrk a, so u[G] is well defined for all a E Nms by induction on 
nrku because W is assumed to be well-founded over 0.) 
The extension Hl[G]={u[G] : a E Nms} consists of (1) sets in W whose elements 
in W[G] are simply their Ew-elements, and (2) “true” sets whose elements in W[G] 
are their E-elements in the ZFC universe. This observation results in the following 
definition of the membership EG in H[G]. We set x EoY iff either x, y belong to W 
and x l wy in W, or y @ W and x E y in the sense of the ZFC universe. 
Define the standurdness in W[G] by: st x iff x E W and x is standard in W. 
4.2. The key result 
A st-E-structure W’ will be called a plain extension of W iff W C W’, W is an EM)- 
transitive part of W’, EM = EAT r HI, and the standard (then also internal) elements are 
the same in both the models W’ and W. 
6 It is assumed that in the “otherwise” case a[G] is not, occasionally, a set in W (where it can EN-contain 
entirely different elements than it E -contains in the ZFC universe). If this is not the case replace W by a 
suitable isomorphic copy. 
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Theorem 23. Every U-generic extension W[G] is a model of HST, a plain extension 
of W, where IP holds. 
Proof. We have W C IHI[G] as i[G] =x. EH is the restriction of the membership EG 
in W[G] by definition, as well as the Go- transitivity of W in W[G] and the fact that 
the standard and internal sets are the same in W and E-![G]. 
To verify Extensionality, let a[G], b[G] E W[G] Ed-contain the same elements in 
W[G]. Prove a[G] = b[G]. If a[G] =A E W then b[G] Eo-contains the same elements in 
W[G] as A EM-contains in W, so b[G] =A by definition. The case b[G] E W is similar. 
If a[G] 6 W and b[G] 6 W then a[G] =a’[G] = b’[G] = b[G]. 
We verify the isomorphism property IF’ in the extension. 
Since W and W[G] contain by definition the same standard sets, the well-founded 
subuniverse V is also one and the same in the two models. Therefore W[G] contains 
the same ordinals and cardinals as W. Furthermore all triples of the form: language - 
structure - structure, to be considered in the frameworks of the isomorphism property 
in EQ[G], are already in W. 
Thus let, in O-I, 9 be a standard size first-order language and ‘$I = (A;. . .) and 
2.3 = (B; . . .) be a pair of internally presented elementarily equivalent _Y-structures in 
W. Prove that M is isomorphic to 23 in kU[G]. 
It can obviously be assumed that 9 has the form 9 = {sa : a < *rc&st a} for a 
suitable cardinal JC. Lemma 4 in W provides internal (L 1 rc)-structures A and B, such 
that %, % are the corresponding restrictions of A, B. In other words i = (0, *IC, A, B) E 
Ind and _Y=Zi, ‘%=%i, 8=%Ji. 
We observe that the set Gi = {Zi : n E G&i E ITCH} belongs to E-U[G]. (Indeed, since 
&$1 aL, %3, is a set in W, a “name” for Gi can be defined in W as the set of all pairs of the 
form (rc, p), where rc = {(i, p)} E l7.) An ordinary product forcing argument shows that 
Gi is I@, s, %,-generic over W in w[G]. Now it easily follows from Lemma 20 that, in 
lH[G], H= IJGi . 1s a 1 - 1 map from A onto B. Furthermore H is an isomorphism of 
M onto B as the functions in p’, a, %i by definition preserve the truth of 9-formulas. 
Thus ‘%I and 23 are isomorphic in W[Gi] via H. 7 
It remains to prove that W[G] is a model of HST. (By the way this guarantees that 
H E W[G] which is left open in the reasoning above.) This will be done in the next 
section, with the help of the forcing relation. 
5. The extension models HST 
The continuation of the proof of Theorem 23 involves the U-forcing relation. 
We continue to follow the exposition in [ 151. However the fact that II, the forcing 
notion, is a proper class in W, the ground model, causes a problem: the inductive 
7 Generic isomorphisms H obtained by this forcing are locally internal in the sense that, unless the domains 
A and B of the structures 9l and B are finite sets, for any a E A there is an infinite (possibly O-finite) internal 
set A’ GA such that H IA’ is internal. This type of forcing may also lead to results related to nonstandard 
models in the ZFC universe and its generic extensions. 
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definition of the forcing relation for atomic formulas in [ 151 becomes unsound. The 
solution follows the ZFC patterns: inductive definition of forcing for atomic formulas 
is executed using only certain set parts of the whole forcing ZI. 
5.1. The forcing relation 
We argue in the model W in this subsection. 
We define a forcing relation It, used as rr It @, where 71 E IZ while @ is a 
st-E-formula containing “names” in Nms as parameters, which will satisfy the fol- 
lowing requirements n-1 through n-7. 
n-1: n It-i== iff x=y, and p ItiE? 8 xEy - for allx,yEW. 
Let a, b f Nms. Define the auxiliary relation 
3ye.x (b=Y) whenever a = 1 E Nms(‘) 
rcforcbEa iff 
3p 3 rr ((p, b) E a) otherwise 
17-Z: ‘II Ifi a = b iff for every p E 17, p < rr, and all x, y E Nms we have: if p f orcx E a 
then p ItxEb; if pforcyEb then p It yEa. 
n-3: njj-bca iff VpPen: 386p 3zENms (8forczEa and t9 It b=z). 
n-4: 71 It sta iff Vp<7c 3ti<p YtS (19 It a=I). 
H-5: n It 7 @ 8 none of conditions p <rc forces @,. 
n-6: E]j-(Q&Y) 8 zIt@andz]tY. 
n-7: II It Vx a’(x) 8 n: It @(a) for every a E Nms. 
(rr, p, r? are forcing conditions in lI.> 
Items n-4-n-7 provide a correct expansion of the definition from atomic formulas 
of the form a = b and a E b (a, b E Nms) onto all St-E-formulas, by induction on the 
complexity. (It is assumed that the other logic connectives are combinations cf 1, &, 
V.) However items n-2 and II-3 do not provide a correct definition of It for atomic 
formulas a = b and a E b by induction on the rank nrk of the “names” a, b because 
the domains of the quantifiers involved are proper classes in W. 
To fix the problem we consider certain set-size approximations of II. 
5.2. Partial forcing notions 
We continue to argue in the model W. 
Let CGInd. Then nc={rr~n:]rr]cC} is a & (in W) by Collection. For any 
rc E II, rc ] C will be the restriction of rc to the domain 1x1 Il C ; then rc ] C E 17~ provided 
C is internal 
We define (in W) a set [lull z Ind, for each “name” a E Nms, by induction on nrk a 
as follows. If a E Nms(‘) then Ilull =0. Otherwise Ilull = UlZ,6j Ea(llbll U 1~~1). 
We let Nmsc = {a E Nms : [[all c C}, the class of all IIc-“names”. 
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For each set C & Ind, we define the forcing relation /kc, used as x /kc @, where 
rc E ZIc while Cp is an atomic formula of the form b = a or b E a where a, b are “names” 
in Nmsc. The definition goes on by induction on the ranks nrk a and nrk b of “names” 
a, b E Nms, accordingly to n-1 above, and the following: 
C-2: rr [kc a = b iff for every p E ZIc, p < 71, and all x, y E Nmsc we have: if p f arc x E a 
then p Itc x E b ; if pforcyEb then p Itc yEa. 
C-3: n Itc bEa iff ‘dp<x 36<p 3zENmsc (6forczEa and 6 Ific b=z) (p and 
t9 vary over nc here). 
By the definition of f arc , for every a E Nms the collection of all “names” z such that 
3rc E II (rc fort z E a) is a set. Moreover K f arc b E a implies that either a, b E Nms(‘) 
or nrk b<nrka (and also implies InlUllbll C Ilull). It follows that C-2 and C-3 actually 
provide a correct definition of [kc for atomic formulas b =a and b E a, by induction 
on the ranks nrk a, nrk b of “names” a, b E Nms. 
Lemma 24. Let @ be a formula of the form a = b or b E a, where a, b E Nms. Suppose 
that C, C’ are internal sets, and Ilull U llbll &Cc C’C Ind. Let jnally rc’ EZIC~ and 
n = 7~’ r C. Then x’ ltc, @ ifs z /kc @. 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the ranks nrk a and nrk b. 
Let @ be the formula b = a. Suppose rr’ [kc, b =a and prove x Itc b = a. Let 
p E Z~C, p d n, x E Nmsc, and p f orcx E a. Define p’ = p U (d r(C’ \ C)) E z1Tcc; then 
p’ 1 C = p, and p’ d 7~’ because p < rc. It follows that p’ Itc, x E b, since TC’ Itc, b = a 
is assumed. We have p [kc x E b by the induction hypothesis. 
Conversely, suppose that 71 /kc b = a and prove rr’ ltc, b = a. Assume that p’ E Ii’c~, 
p’ < x’, x E Nmsp, and p’ forcx E a. Then llxll G IjaIl c C, so that x E Nmsc. It easily 
follows that p = p’ r C satisfies p < rc and p f orcx E a. Since rc /kc b = a, we have 
P Itc+b- Now P' ltc ,x E b by the induction hypothesis. 
Let @ be the formula b E a. Suppose that n’ [kc, b E a and prove x /kc b E a. Let 
p E nc, p 6 rr. Then p’ = pU(rc’ 1 (C’ \ C)) E II,/, p’ d n’, so that there exist a condition 
6’ E II,,, 19’<p’, and a “name” z E Nmsp such that fi’ f orcz E a and 29’ [kc, b =z. 
Then6=6’rCEncandtY<p.Ontheotherhand, llzll~llall~C,sothat8forcz~a 
and 19 [kc b = z, as required. 
Conversely, suppose that n /kc b E a and prove n’ It=, b E a. Assume that 
p’~Ilc, and p’bx’. Then p=p’rC~lI, and p <n, so that we have 8 f orcz E a 
and 6 Itc b =z for a condition 19 E Ii’ c, 9 <p, and a “name” z E Nmsc. We put 8’ = 
t9 U (p’r(C’ \ C)). Then 8’~17c,, 29’<p’, ti=O’lC, and 0’forcz~a. Finally 
6’ ltc, b = z by the induction hypothesis. 0 
5.3. Back to the “total” forcing 
We continue to argue in the model W. 
Now we actually define the relation It . First of all, consider the case of atomic 
formulas a= b and bEa, where a, bENms. Let XEH. We set rc It bea iff rc Itc 
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b E a, and rc I#- b = a iff rc ]tc b = a, whenever C c Ind is an internal set satisfying 
1x1 U jla(J U Ilb(\ CC. (This does not depend on the choice of C by Lemma 24.) The 
relation It expands on the standardness predicate and non-atomic formulas accordingly 
to items II-4-17-7 above. 
In view of this definition, Lemma 24 takes the following form: 
Corollary 25. Let Sp be a formula of the form a = b or b E a, where a, b are “names” 
in Nms. Suppose that z E Ill, and C G Ind is an internal set, satisfying Ilull U llbll C_ C. 
Then TC It Cp ifs TC rC \tc @. 
Let us prove that the forcing relation Ifi satisfies requirements ZZ-2 and n-3. 
We check Il-2. Suppose rr It a = b, consider a condition p E IT, p < IT, and a “name” 
x E Nms such that p f arc x E a, and prove p It x E b. Take an internal C G Ind big 
enough to satisfy Ip] U IT-C\ U [la\\ U llbll U &XII C C. Then rr Itc a = b by Corollary 25, 
hence p ]tc x E b by C-2, and finally p I/- x E b by Corollary 25. 
Conversely, suppose the right-hand statement in IT-2 and prove R It a = b. Pick 
an internal CC Ind big enough to satisfy InI U llall U llbll SC. It suffices to prove 
rr (tca=b, b y C orollary 25. Let us verify the right-hand statement in C-2. Consider 
a condition p E Ilc, p <IC, and a “name” x E Nmsc such that p fort x E a. By the 
assumption of the right-hand statement in 17-2 we have p 11 x E b, hence p It, x E b 
by Corollary 25 as required. 
We check n-3. Suppose rc It b E a. Consider a condition p E II, p < n. Choose an 
internal CC Ind big enough to satisfy InI U IpI U /Iall U llbll CC. Then n ]tc bea 
by Corollary 25, hence, by C-3 there exist 19 E II,, 29 <p, and z E Nmsc such that 
6 f arc z E a and 79 Itc b = z. Now we have 19 It b = z by Corollary 25. 
Conversely, suppose the right-hand statement in X7-3 and prove rc It a E b. Pick 
an internal CC Ind big enough to satisfy InI U (lull u (lb11 2 C. It suffices to prove 
rc Itc a E b. Check the right-hand statement in C-3. Consider a condition p E Zi’c, 
p < rc. By the assumption there are a condition 19’ E 17, 29 <p, and a “name” z E Nms 
such that 19 f arc z E a - hence in fact llz]] c llall and z E Nmsc - and 6’ It b =z. Then 
19 = r9’ 1 C satisfies r9 Itc b = z by Corollary 25. 
Conclusion. The relation It satisfies requirements n-l-n-7 above. 
Moreover, as the conditions U-l-n-7 above are equal to those involved in the 
definition of set-size forcing notions in [ 151, the following two results, proved in [ 151 
for set-size forcing notions, hold for the relation It = Itn as well. (The proofs in [15] 
go on by straightforward induction on the ranks of the “names” and the complexity of 
formulas, following the ZFC patterns.) 
Lemma 26. If n E II does not force @, a closed St-E-formula with “names” in Nms 
as parameters, then there exists p <n such that p I-- -4. 
Suppose that @ is a st-E-formula having “names” in Nms as parameters. We let 
@[G] denote the formula obtained by replacing occurrences of E and st in @ by co 
and sto, and every “name” a E Nms by a[G] E W[G]. 
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Theorem 27 (Truth lemma). Let G C P be a P-generic set over W. Let Cp be a 
St-E-formula having ‘Vtames” in Nms as parameters. Then @[G] is true in W[G] 
ifs gpEG(p It @I 
5.4. Automorphisms and the restriction property 
We still argue in W. 
We are going to prove the restriction property: p It @ iff p r C It @ provided I( @[I c C, 
for all formulas @. The proof involves automorphisms of Ii’. 
Let D C Ind be an internal set. An internal bijection h : D onto D satisfying 
(*) if i=(w,Ic,A,B)ED then h(i)=( w’, K,A,B) for some (internal) w’ and the 
same rc, A, B, 
will be called a correct bijection. In this case we define H(i)=h(i) for i ED, and 
H(i) = i for i E Ind \D, so that H =Hh is a 1 - 1 map from Ind onto Ind. The 
extension H obviously inherits property (*). 
Let us expand the action of H to forcing conditions and “names”. 
Let rc E 17. Define Hz E I7 so that IHnj = {H(i) : i E InI} and (Hz)n(i) = 7~ for each 
i E (~1. Then the map n H H7t is an order automorphism of II. 
Define, in W, H[a] for each a E Nms, by induction on nrk a. If a = f E Nms(o) then we 
put H[a] = a. If nrk a > 0 then let H[a] = { (Hx, H[b]) : (71, b) E a}. One easily proves 
that H[a] E Nms and nrk a = nrk H[a]. 
For a st-E-formula @ containing “names ” in Nms, we let H@ denote the formula 
obtained by changing each “name” a in @ to H[a]. 
Proposition 28. Let h be a correct bijection, and H = Hh. For any condition x E IT 
and any formula Q, with parameters in Nms, rc It @ ifl Hrt It H@. 
Proof. Routine verification by induction on the complexity of the formulas. 0 
Corollary 29 (Restriction). Suppose that z E II, @ is a closed formula containing 
7tame.s” in Nms as parameters, and n It@. Suppose also that C is an internal set, 
and I]@11 2 C. Then 7~ ]C It @. 
Proof. Otherwise by Lemma 26 there exists a pair of conditions n, p E n such that 
rttC=p tC, x It @, but p It 1 Cp. Let 0=/x], E=]p]. There exist an internal set 
W satisfying C U D U E 5 W and an internal correct bijection h from W onto W 
which is the identity on C and satisfies E II (h’D) C C. Let H =Hh be defined from 
h as above. Let rc’ = Hz. Then 7~’ 1 C = n 1 C = p 1 C because h 1 C is the identity. Fur- 
thermore In’1 = h”D, so that lx’] n IpI L C. We conclude that x’ and p are compatible 
in fi. 
On the other hand, z’ It H@ by Proposition 28. Thus it suffices to demonstrate that 
@ coincides with H@. We recall that [[@)I C C, so that each “name” a which occurs 
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in @ satisfies IJa]( c C, hence H[a] = a whenever []a]] C C as h ]C is the identity (by 
induction on nrka). We conclude that H@ is @, as required. 0 
5.5. Verijcation of the axioms 
The verification of HST in W[G] follows the proof of Theorem 52 in [ 151, but the 
proofs of Separation and Collection need to be performed anew, because it is essential 
in [ 151 that the notion of forcing is a set in the ground model. 
Separation. Suppose that X E Nms, and Q(x) is a st-E-formula which may contain 
“names” in Nms as parameters. We have to find a “name” Y E Nms satisfying the 
equality Y[G] = {x EX[G] : @[G](x)} in W[G]. 
By definition, all elements of X[G] in W[G] are of the form x[G] where x belongs, 
in W, to the set of “names” X = {X E Nms: 3rc( (-n,n) EX)}. Lemma 3 proves the exist- 
ence of a standard set C G Ind such that ]]@]I u j[Xll 2 C. Then we have l]xll CI C for 
every x E X. Now Y = { (rc,x) E fl, x .!X: rc It x EX&@(X)} is the required “name”. 
(Apply Theorem 27 and Corollary 29 - the restriction theorem, and follow usual forcing 
patterns.) 
Collection. We suppose that X E Nms, and @(x, y) is a formula with “names” in Nms 
as parameters. Let 3” G Nms, X E W, be defined in W as in the proof of Separation, 
It suffices to find, in W, a set of “names” Y & Nms, such that for every x E X and 
every condition 8 in, if 29 11 3y @(x, y) then there exist a “name” y E Y and a 
stronger condition p <6 which forces @(x, y). 
We argue in II-L 
Pick an internal set Cs G Ind such that ]lQi]l u llX[l C CO. 
We should be careful because n is a proper class. However, since ZIcO is a set 
(in W), we have a set P C Il of forcing conditions, and a set Ys of “names”, satisfying 
the property: if x E .F and rco E ZT, forces 3y @(x, y) then there exist a condition rc E P, 
7-c < TCO and a “name” y E YO such that rc It @(x, y). 
The set Ya is not yet the Y we are looking for. To get Y, we first of all choose 
an internal set C such that Co G C, In] G C for all rt E P, llyll G C for all y E Ys, the 
difference C\Cs is O-infinite, and moreover, for any i = (w, IC,A,B) E C there exist O- 
infinitely many different indices i’ E C of the form i’ = (w’, IC, A, B) E C (with w # w’ 
but the same K, A, B). 
Each internal correct bijection h : C onto C generates an automorphism Hh of II, 
see Section 5.4. Let us prove that 
Y = {Hh[y]: YE Y/O and h E 0 is a correct bijection C onto C} 
is a set of “names” satisfying the property we need. (To see that Y is a set note 
the following: all the bijections h considered are internal by definition, so we can use 
internal power sets in 0.) 
Let x E % and 19 E ZT. Suppose that t9 It 3y @(x, y). Then the condition rcs = 29 1 CO 
also forces 3y @(x, y) by Corollary 29. (113~ @(x, y)]I C CO by the choice of x and CO.) 
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Then, by the choice of P and ga, there exist a condition rt E P, n < ~0 and a “name” 
y E Y/O such that rc It @(x, y). 
Let 6’ = 19 t C. Take notice that E = 17~1 and D’ = 119’1 are, by definition, O-finite * 
internal subsets of C. There exists, by the choice of C, an internal correct bijection 
h : C onto C such that h 1 Ca is the identity and (h”E) f’ D’ C Co. Let H = Hh. Then 
rc’ = Hn E Zinc, 7~’ ] Ca = rr t Co 6 7~0, and 171’1 n 129’1 c Co, so that 29’ and rc’ are compatible. 
Therefore rc’ is also compatible with 19 because rc’ E ZI, and rJ’ = 19 1 C. Let p E Zi’ be 
a condition stronger than both rc’ and 8. 
We observe that rc’ It H@(H[x],H[y]), by Theorem 28. But, II@11 s CO and ]lx]] C Cs 
by the choice of Co, so that HQ, coincides with @ and H[x] =x because H 1 Co is 
the identity. We conclude that p It @(x, y’), where y’ = H[y] is a “name” in g by 
definition, as required. 
The rest of the axioms of HST are verified in W[G] similarly to the case of forcing 
notions which are sets in W, considered in [ 151. 
For instance to check the axiom of Standardization in W[G] consider a “name” 
X E Nms. We have to find, in I-U, a standard set Y which contains in W[G] the same 
standard elements as X[G]. First of all, there is a standard set S E W such that X[G] n 
.ScS in W[G]. (Define X={xES: 3n~n llxll (rc It _? EX)} in W. By Standardization 
in W there exists a unique standard set S such that S and X contain the same standard 
elements.) As 17 is A-distributive in W for any cardinal 1 by Theorem 22, the set 
G contains, by the genericity, a condition n which, for any standard x E S, decides 
the statement 1 EX. Applying Standardization in W, we get a standard set Y C S such 
that, for each standard x E S, the following holds: x E Y iff rc It 2 EX. The set Y is as 
required. 0 (Theorem 23) 
6. Proof of the main theorem 
In this section, we gather the material of the model constructions above, with some 
results from [12-141, to accomplish the proof of the main theorem (Theorem 1). 
Let us fix a countable model S = (S ; ES) of ZFC. We shall not assume that S is 
a transitive model; in particular the membership relation ES acting in S may not be 
equal to the restriction E IS. 
Proposition 30. There exists a countable model W of HST, such that the class of 
all standard sets in W coincides with S, in particular ES = EH ts, the isomorphism 
property IP fails, and statement (A) in Theorem 18 holds. 
Proof. Step 1: We embed S in a countable model 0 of BST, bounded set theory 
(a version of internal set theory IST of Nelson [19]), where .S is the class of all 
* This is the only point where the finiteness of the domains 1x1, s E n, see Definition 21, is used. In fact 
the proof does not change much if the O-cardinals of the domains 1x1 are restricted to be less than a fixed 
O-cardinal. 
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standard sets, in particular ES = ~0 ]S. (Theorem 2.4 in [12]). The proof goes on as 
follows. We first add to s a generic global choice function G, using the method of 
Felgner [2]. This converts s into a model (S; G) of ZFC plus Global Choice, with 
the same set universe s. The assumption of countability of S is used to prove the 
existence of a Felgner-generic extension of s. The global choice function makes it 
possible to define, in (S; G), a certain increasing sequence of class-many “adequate” 
ultrafilters. The corresponding ultralimit of s can be taken as 0.) 
Step 2: We extend 0 to a countable model W’ of HST where S and [I are the 
classes of all resp. standard and internal sets. (Theorem 4.11 in [13]). We consider E, 
the class of all elementary external sets, i.e. subclasses of sets in [i St-E-definable 
in 0, see Section 2.2, then define E-Q’ as the collection of all sets obtainable by the 
assembling construction of Section 2.1 from wf pairs in E.) 
Step 3: Define W to be e[ O] in E-U’ and refer to Theorem 18. (In principle the model 
W’ already has the form [L[O] but we rather put this as a separate step.) 0 
This ends the proof of items (I)-(III) of Theorem 1, with respect to the theory 
HST + 1 IP. Let us consider the other one, HST + IP. 
Proposition 31. There exists a countable model W+ of HST, such that W 2 W+, the 
classes of all standard and internal sets in RI+ coincide with resp. S and 0, and the 
isomorphism property IP holds. 
Proof. Assume for a moment that s, the initial (countable) model of ZFC, is a well- 
founded model in the sense that the membership relation ES is well-founded in the 
ZFC universe. In this case, W is well-founded in the sense of ($) in Section 3 because 
the ordinals in W are the same as in V, the well-founded subuniverse, and hence order 
isomorphic to the ordinals in S. 
Define, in W, the forcing notion II as in Section 3. It follows from the countability 
of W that there exists a II-generic extension Wf = W[G], of the type considered in 
Section 4. W+ is the required model by Theorem 23. 
Let us now consider the general case: s at the beginning, and W at the end, may 
not be well-founded. Then of course one cannot carry out the construction of W[G] 
described in Section 4.1. 
But one can proceed in a different manner, also known from manuals on forcing 
for models of ZFC. This construction goes on as follows. We first define the forc- 
ing relation It, as in Section 5, which does not need any previous construction of 
the extension. Then we define, given a generic set G C II, the relations: a =G b iff 
3rc~G (rr It a=b), and similarly a cob and sto a, for all “names” a, bE Nms. The 
relation =G can be easily proved to be an equivalence relation on Nms, while the 
other two relations to be =o-invariant. This allows to define W[G] to be the quotient 
NmS/=o, equipped with the quotients of Eo and ato as the atomic relations. The 
map x H (the =G-class of x) is a St-E-isomorphism of W onto an +-transitive part 
of W[G]. (We refer to Shoenfield [22].) 
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This approach makes it possible to execute the whole system of reasoning used to 
prove Theorem 23, with minor changes. q 
As S is an arbitrary (countable) model of ZFC, Proposition 31 implies items (I)- 
(111) of Theorem 1, with respect to the theory HST + IP. 
Let us finally demonstrate that the above defined models, i.e. W of the theory HST+ 
1 IP and W+ of the theory HST + IP, satisfy the additional requirement (IV) of 
Theorem 1. Consider a st-E-formula @(xl,. . .,x,,). 
Step 1: Let @1(x1,..., x~) be the formula 0 It @(.f1 , . . . ,f,), where It is the forcing 
relation Itn, associated with ZI in W, while 8 is the empty set considered as a forcing 
condition. It is an easy consequence of the restriction theorem (Corollary 29) and the 
truth lemma (Theorem 27) that, for all xl,. . . ,x,, E W, 
D-o+ k @(Xl , . . .,x,) iff W k @+(x1,. . .,xn). (1) 
Step 2: We recall that, by the construction, W is lL[!l] in a model W’ of HST. 
(In fact W = W’, but we shall not use this.) However, by Proposition 33 in [15], 
[L[O] = W has a definable interpretation in lE, the collection of all elementarily external 
sets (see Section 2.2); in particular for any st-E-formula @t(xi,. . . ,xn) there is another 
St-E-formula &(x1,. . . ,xn) such that, for all xl,. . . ,x, E E, 
W k @1(x1 ,..., x,) iff E k @2(x1 ,... 9,). (2) 
Step 3: By definition, sets in IE admit a uniform St-g-definition in 0. This makes 
it possible to pull things down to 0: for each st-E-formula @(xl,. . .,x,,) there exists 
another st-E-formula @(xl,. . . ,x,) such that, for all xl,. . . ,x, E 0, 
E k @2(x1,. . ,x,) iff 0 /= @(xl,. . . ,x,). (3) 
Step 4: We finally observe that 0 admits a reduction to S, by a result proved in 
[12] (Corollary 1.6 there), so that for each st-E-formula @s(xl,...,xn) there exists an 
E-formula @4(x1,. . , xn) such that, for all xl,. . .,x,, E S, 
0 b &(x1,. . . ,x,) iff S k @4(x1,. . . A). (4) 
Conclusion. Taking the statements (l)-(4) together we conclude that the models W 
and E-U+ satisfy the additional requirement (IV) of Theorem 1. 
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